
Sunrise or Sunset?
UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF LIGHT ON YOUR WEDDING DAY

Luxe  E lopemen t s  +  Lady  Be l l a  Pho tog raphy



Why?
There is a reason why 

wedding professional's shed 

a tear at your "midday" 

wedding request... 

 

The Australian sun is at it's 

highest point directly above 

you causing 

unflattering shadows and 

unpleasant ceremonies!



Face
Harsh Soft



Midday
the sun is high in the sky 

causing unflattering shadows

uncomfortable for you and 

your guests 

people squint, eyes water, 

wear sunglasses - not 

connecting! 

people get burnt, dehydrated, 

faint - especially elderly and 

young

WHY WE NEVER DO A MIDDAY WEDDING OR ELOPEMENT!



bridal wear is HOT, you don't want to be sweating under your suit or 

bridal gown 

no bride wants a sweaty face!

your photographer will need to use a FLASH during your ceremony to 

compensate for harsh shadows - this is extremely distracting and 

your images will have an artificial look instead of natural 

photos are forever and you will 100% regret the decision in years to 

come - there is no magic power a photographer can use when the 

bride has blinding light in her eyes and the Groom is in a shadow 

Your photographer has to work twice as hard to compensate for 

terrible lighting, which is heartbreaking when they should be focusing 

on capture MOMENTS and the beauty around you! 

 

Not convinced? Do a quick Google search about midday sun



Sunrise
Want to see all the colours of the 

rainbow in the space of 15mins? 

The stillness, privacy and energy 

of sunrise is truly spectacular 

and something you and your 

guests will talk about for 

YEARS....  

 

4.15am Hair + Makeup 

6am Ceremony 

WHY WE ADORE SUNRISE ELOPEMENTS!



6 . 0 5 a m

6 . 1 0 a m

6 . 3 0 a m



no tourists or locals with dogs around 

perfect for champagne breakfast 

don't drink or want to pay for other people's drinks? no worries! Have 

a sunrise elopement and stick with breakfast

enjoy the rest of the day, jump in the ocean, go skydiving, get a 

massage

perfect for Adventure Elopements - mountain top or overseas!  

the energy is indescribable - truly breathtaking, intimate and 

memorable  
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Sunset
the most popular with 99% of 

couples choosing a ceremony 

2-3hours before sunset 

(depending on how many 

guests you have)

Venue's love it because it 

leads nicely into a dinner 

reception 

all day to get ready! 

SUNSET IS THE MOST POPULAR OPTION 



Work your day "backwards" 

from sunset to calculate the 

perfect ceremony time. 

 

Elopement Example:  

If sunset is at 7.00pm 

 

6.45 - 715pm Sunset Portraits  

6.45 - 6.15pm Group photos 

with guests or bridal party  

5.30 - 6.15pm Ceremony + 

signing + guests 

congratulations + champas 

5.30pm - Ceremony  
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When? The last hour is referred to as 

Golden Light. This is the 

flattering light you see in all 

wedding photographer 

portfolio's.  
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Portraits
For newly-wed portraits (not 

bridal party) you want around 

30mins spread out either side of 

sunset. You want to capture that 

beautiful Golden Light + soft 

filter light + 5mins of dusk when 

the sky lights up with incredible 

pink, red, purple and blue! 
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GOLDEN LIGHT 

20mins 

before sunset

SUNSET 

DUSK  

5mins 

after sunset

30mins 
of  
Goodness



Golden Light
That stunning golden light that we can play with: filtered 

through, backlit or soaked in golden rays! 





Sunset
Soft light. The brightness has gone and you are left with an 

even, soft light that is flattering on everyone! 





50 shades of dusk
The sun set's behind the horizon and the sky LIGHTS up! 

Blink and you'll miss it. You only have 5mins after the 

sunsets. 





Guest what? 
Every "Harsh" example was shot after 3pm! 

 

Can you imagine how you would feel and what it looks like 

at midday?  

 

Don't be too busy sweaty and squinting. Be in the moment 

and focus on what is important, exchanging your vows!


